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Foreword by Alistair Carmichael MP

In 1988 Paddy Ashdown won the leadership of the then newly formed Liberal Democrats (or as we 
styled ourselves then, The Social and Liberal Democrats). After the rollercoaster ride of the 1980s - the 
formation of the SDP and then the Liberal/SDP Alliance, the disappointment of the elections of 1983 and 
1987 and the bruising trauma of the merger process – and as Labour started the process of rebuilding 
after the self-inflicted damage of a flirtation with the hard left – the party struggled to articulate a 
purpose and to establish an identity. 

In 1988 It felt like liberalism was in the doldrums. Commentators and journalists, keen to return to the 
familiarity of a Conservative/Labour duopoly, questioned the need for the Liberal Democrats to exist.

Sound familiar?

A year later Paddy Ashdown published a book that answered those who questioned the need for a 
liberal force in British Politics. “Citizens’ Britain – A Radical Agenda for the 1990s” started the long 
march back to relevance for the Liberal Democrats and liberalism in British politics. Nine years later the 
party won forty-six seats in the general election, the highest number that the party or its Liberal Party 
predecessor had won since 1929.

Fast forward to 2021 and the Liberal Democrats face many of the same challenges today. After 
disappointing election results from 2010 onwards, the party has struggled to articulate a coherent liberal 
message. British politics will always need to have a liberal party but no party has a God-given right to 
exist.

For Liberal Democrats in 2021 the route back to political relevance and electoral success has to start 
from the same point. We must reconnect our political principles and philosophy to the challenges of the 
day. We must again become a party of ideas.

The challenges facing our country and our world are very different today from those that faced Paddy 
and his colleagues in 1988. Globalisation has changed the way we live and made national boundaries 
less relevant than they have ever been before. The climate crisis has thrown up challenges that few in 
earlier generations had foreseen. Paradoxically, when presented with these challenges many have turned 
to populist nationalist politics which have more to do with the problems of the past than the solutions of 
the future.

The foreword to Paddy’s book in 1989 was written by my illustrious predecessor as MP for Orkney 
and Shetland, Jo Grimond. Jo it was who had pulled the party back from the brink of extinction in the 
1950s and 1960s by inspiring a new generation with radical thinking rooted in liberal first principles and 
philosophy. 

This pamphlet is the latest in a series produced by the Social Liberal Forum. Ian Kearns and Jon 
Alexander are producing work that sits well in the tradition of Beveridge, Grimond and Ashdown. Any 
liberal will find here much with which to agree and some with which to disagree, 

Enjoy the read and engage in the debate.

Alistair Carmichael MP

September 2021
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Overview
This pamphlet represents the third in a series of collaborations between Dr Ian Kearns and Jon 
Alexander through the Social Liberal Forum. 

The first, Winning for Britain: Rebuilding the Liberal Democrats to change the course of our country, was 
published in September 2020, and offered a data-driven analysis of the 2019 General Election campaign. 
The final conclusion was that an opportunity exists to develop a distinct, progressive liberal alternative as 
a political project for the party - and that doing so would be the best means to serve the country.

The second, Citizens’ Britain: A Radical Agenda for the 2020s, was published in December 2020. This 
drew together inspiration from Paddy Ashdown’s 1989 book of the same title, data suggesting current 
public appetite for such an agenda, and emerging practice from around the world to give a first outline 
of Citizens’ Britain as a political project that could fulfil the opportunity identified in Winning for Britain.

This pamphlet takes the work to the next stage, with the generous support of the Electoral Reform 
Society. Its purpose is to start to open the conversation out, illustrating the potential range and 
relevance of Citizens’ Britain as a political project. 

In order to do so, we begin in Part 1 by setting out the need for such a project, arguing that the Liberal 
Democrats need to be thinking big as well as (not instead of) fighting on the doorstep; and highlighting 
the relevance of Paddy’s original vision for the present day.

In the main body of the pamphlet, in Part 2 we then introduce a series of contributions from a diverse 
range of voices and draw out the relevance of a Citizens’ Britain approach to a diverse range of issues. 
We offer three headline policy goals to structure this: no one must ever be powerless; all institutional 
decision-making must be open and participatory; and political power must be pushed out from the 
centre.

We then draw the threads together in a brief Conclusion and offer some thoughts as to the next stage of 
the work. 

Finally, an appendix summarises Paddy Ashdown’s original book. This has been written by Mira 
Reichenbach, who has ably assisted in many ways throughout the process of pulling together the 
pamphlet, and who has made our work as editors significantly easier. 
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Part 1: The need for Citizens’ Britain
Covid. Afghanistan. Climate and ecological emergency. Deep and deepening inequality, both within and 
between nations and regions across the world. If ever there were a time in human history that could be 
described as a crisis, this is it.

At such a time, Britain should be a leader. Still one of the richest nations on earth and with a long 
heritage as one of the most influential, we should be leading on the international stage, bringing other 
nations together to agree ways forward at a global scale that is commensurate with these challenges. As 
we do so, we should also be leading by example on the domestic stage, showing how this time of crisis 
can be turned to the good. We should be reimagining the challenges of our time as opportunities for 
innovation and the creation of a new kind of prosperity.

Instead, Britain is losing power and relevance by the day. We are world-leading on Covid only in the 
number of deaths it has been allowed to cause; we have even thrown away an enormous head start 
in vaccinations, and played no noticeable role in the vital work to vaccinate the world. Our influence 
in Afghanistan is so minimal that our Foreign Secretary does not even need to interrupt his holiday. 
Given the golden opportunity of hosting COP26, we undermine our credibility with a series of obviously 
outdated fossil fuel schemes. Far from pulling together as a family of nations, our “United” Kingdom 
fractures. And within those nations, those left behind are still left behind, but conditioned to blame and 
hate one another rather than offered any meaningful support.

Some of this is down to Boris Johnson and this Conservative Party. He and they are truly awful. 

But only some of it. Other “liberal democracies” are not faring so much better, after all. Francis 
Fukuyama declared the end of history nearly 30 years ago, in the aftermath of the fall of the Berlin Wall 
and the apparently inevitable onward march of the underlying political system that gives the Liberal 
Democrat party its name. But history, it seems, is back - and that political system itself is under existential 
threat. Liberal democracy needs to be renewed and refreshed from first principles, in order to make it 
fit for purpose and able to address and respond effectively to the crises of our age. If this work is not 
done, the whole concept can and will die - and the consequences for ourselves, our families and our 
communities will be nothing short of catastrophic.

The renewal of liberal democracy requires a radical redistribution of power. This is the challenge this 
pamphlet seeks to begin the process of addressing - and we believe this is the challenge that the Liberal 
Democrats as a party must address if it is to be relevant in today’s world, and at the next UK General 
Election.

There will be those who try to argue that this is all lofty theory. They will argue that the Liberal Democrats 
are a political party, not a thinktank, and contrast the kind of deep systemic work this pamphlet deals in 
with “real” or “retail” politics: the need for street campaigns, delivery networks, and knocking on doors. 
These things are important, but the people who make this argument are setting up a false dichotomy. 
The Liberal Democrats don’t need to do either retail politics or deep thinking; they need to do both 
retail politics and deep thinking. Without the former, the party will not persuade locally; without the 
latter, it will not resonate nationally. In any General Election scenario, where one is allowed to dominate 
at the total expense of the other, the party will be destroyed. The dynamics of General Elections, where 
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voters want to know what a party has to say about the big challenges, are wholly different to those of 
by-elections. As Nelson Mandela put it, “Vision without action is just a dream; action without vision just 
passes the time; vision with action can change the world.”

There will also be those who say this is a distraction from the task of forging a progressive alliance with 
Labour and the Greens, throwing in our lot together against the Conservatives. Again, these people 
are not wholly wrong. Some level of understanding is surely essential if Johnson’s Conservatives are to 
be removed from office; and one mistake the Liberal Democrats absolutely cannot repeat is the 2019 
pretence at being the next major party of government. But once again, this is a “both and” not an 
“either or”. Unless the Liberal Democrats have a clear point of view on the world, they risk disappearing 
in any collaboration. Equally, as above, the task is the renewal of liberal democracy not just the 
replacement of the Conservatives. The right form of collaboration depends on the Liberal Democrats 
knowing their own agenda first as a fundamental precondition.

Ultimately, the clue is in the name. Liberal democracy needs renewal, and the Liberal Democrats, at 
their best, are the party for the job. To be liberal is to believe in people: to believe that given the right 
conditions, most people will choose to do the right thing most of the time. To be a democrat is to 
believe that people should have power over their own lives and their own societies. These are the first 
principles we must start from. If you don’t believe either of those things, you are not a liberal democrat, 
though you might be a neoliberal technocrat. 

One man who understood all this - the need for action embedded in vision, the meanings of “liberal” 
and “democrat”, and who indeed understood the challenges we face today with astonishing foresight - 
was Paddy Ashdown. In 1989, two months before the fall of the Berlin Wall, Paddy published a short and 
visionary book called Citizens’ Britain: A Radical Agenda for the 1990s. 

Writing under Thatcher’s government, Ashdown predicted for 1999 almost exactly the Britain we live 
in today, articulating it as “Citadel Britain”: “The classical facades and glittering glass skyscrapers of 
our capital provide the offices of our financial empires - banks, insurance companies, pension funds, 
the headquarters of international enterprises. They also house our government departments, which 
guard the state. These form the tightly linked power centre of society, monopolising communications, 
information and control… Employment officials try to enforce low paid work under threat of benefit 
withdrawal… all residents carry identity cards… while the police are seen as protecting some, they are 
regarded as persecuting others. Coercion and control are part of the experience of everyday life… 
Nationalistic in its stance towards the world, Citadel Britain nevertheless adopts opportunistic policies 
within the global economy, seeking only the highest short term gains from international investment and 
trade…”

He set out an alternative vision, by contrast, for “Citizens’ Britain”: “It is the people’s homes in all their 
rich if untidy diversity which have become the real centres of power… Decision makers have recognised 
that the best structure for managing and governing is one which does not concentrate power but 
disperses it, and enables a teamwork rather than ‘top-down’ approach… Workers have more knowledge 
and power in their workplace. Many own their own jobs and are self employed. Every person owns a 
stake in the nation’s economy… Many people retrain or ‘up-skill’ twice or more in their working lives… 
Quality of life has become just as important as large wage packets… Internationally, Britain is seen as a 
promoter of constructive co-operation. We are leaders in international moves to solve global problems 
such as environmental destruction, disease and famine.”
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We believe this vision of Paddy’s offers a powerful starting point for the renewal of liberal democracy, 
which the Liberal Democrats can and must lead in the present day, just as his dystopian Citadel Britain 
accurately depicts the world we live in. 

This pamphlet remains an early sketch of Citizens’ Britain as a political project, not a final product. The 
task of charting a course from Citadel to Citizens’ Britain is a task that the Liberal Democrats as a party 
must take on. In the contributions that we bring together here, we signal clearly that this is a mission 
with implications, challenges and opportunities way beyond any given policy area or particular political 
reform, important and integral though such reforms are. We are talking about nothing less than the birth 
of a new Britain, in which power is re-distributed across politics, the economy and society and where 
empowerment replaces paternalism as the lodestar of progress. 
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Part 2: Inspirations for Citizens’ 
Britain
The purpose of this pamphlet is to start to demonstrate the range and potential of Citizens’ Britain as a 
vision for the future of the country, and for the future of liberal democracy itself.

At its core, this political project is rooted in a very simple insight. In contrast to the famous Clinton era 
expression of the centrality of the economy in all questions, Citizens’ Britain says: 

It’s the power, stupid. 

Rooted in a deep belief in people, and that when and only when people are given agency, they take 
responsibility, Citizens’ Britain is a political project that responds to the challenges of our time by 
insisting on putting more power in more people’s hands. As Paddy Ashdown put it:

“A society cannot be free and is very unlikely to be successful for long unless the men and women in it 
have real power to determine their own destiny. The one thing that unfailingly gives me satisfaction in 
politics is to watch those who have been taught they are the subject of others’ power, rise to meet the 
challenge of power in their own hands – and then be unbelieving at what they are able to do.”

As the agenda develops, we have identified three headline policy goals around which the political 
project of Citizens’ Britain might cohere. These are: 

• No one should ever be powerless

• All institutional decision making must be open and participatory 

• Political power must be pushed out from the centre

The contributions that follow are structured into this order. 
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No one should ever be powerless

We begin with Jane Dodds MS, the party’s foremost champion of basic income. This is an idea we see as 
foundational to the Citizens’ Britain agenda and which Paddy discussed in his original text. Especially in 
the context of the pandemic, the mass flourishing and empowerment of citizens requires a fresh assault 
on economic insecurity. Jane rightly makes the case that basic income would not only empower the poor 
but would help to address gender inequality and female empowerment by reducing women’s economic 
dependence on men, and would strengthen the hand of vulnerable employees in their relationships with 
employers.

Basic income is a big and powerful idea, but even it is not a silver bullet that will end individual 
powerlessness in one fell swoop. Too many remain marginalised in Britain today in ways that go well 
beyond money. Young people, for example, have far too little political power. Leena Farhat’s piece 
argues that putting power in the hands of young people requires far more than legal reform to give 16- 
and 17-year-olds the vote, important though that is. It requires teaching young people ‘how to citizen’ (to 
use the language of American commentator Baratunde Thurston) and the creation of a political system 
that is open and responsive enough to their voices to make the case for their political participation 
compelling and strong enough to overcome the entrenched disillusionment that already exists.

No discussion of power in Britain today - and therefore no liberal agenda - can ignore the deep issues 
of race. The contribution from the Black Lives Action Committee argues that progress for Black Britons 
requires not just that legal barriers to progress be tackled but that historic, systemic, and structural 
aspects of British society that drive and sustain racial injustice every day must be dismantled. If they are 
not, black people cannot and will not be empowered - and Britain will be poorer in so many ways as a 
result.

All institutional decision-making must be open and participatory

The next three pieces shift the perspective from the individual to the institution: from who needs more 
power, to how institutions can share power. 

The piece by Rich Wilson and Claire Mellier, for example, is couched not only in the principle of ‘nothing 
about us, without us’ but in more functional terms sets out the processes of deliberative democracy 
and the benefits such approaches can bring. The citizens’ assembly experiments they refer to have had 
the demonstrated and absolutely vital effect of overcoming polarisation and building common ground 
among people previously thought to hold diametrically opposed views on some of the most divisive 
issues of the day. And just as importantly, those assemblies have frequently come up with suggested 
solutions more radical than career-focused and risk-averse politicians come up with when left to their 
own devices. The entire notion of innovating around our processes of democratic participation is not, 
therefore, a discrete area of policy or an add on to the liberal society we seek to build. It is an absolutely 
central mechanism for unlocking broken political systems to make them more effective in dealing with 
the crises we face.

The pieces by Jon Alexander and Anthony Painter then serve to complement this, drawing out the 
implications further by discussing what a more participatory approach to dealing with the pandemic 
might look like. Jon’s piece argues that public involvement doesn’t have to wait until an inquiry; 
Anthony’s that when the time for inquiry does eventually come, we need not just a public inquiry into 
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what went wrong but an Inquiry into the Possible, to learn from and build upon what communities got 
right. Both not only attack the centralised and paternalistic mind-set at the heart of the British state but 
also point to very concrete and immediately relevant ways in which things could be different if the state 
started seeing citizens not as problems and dependents to be managed but as trusted and empowered 
contributors to solutions. 

Political power must be pushed out from the centre

The third of the three policy goals brings in the essential work of decentralisation, highlighting what it 
means from a liberal perspective.

The pieces by Adam Lent, Vidhya Alakeson and Will Brett, along with our own piece on the lessons 
of the whole European Super League football saga, make the case that if local communities are to 
be empowered as central actors in community cohesion and resilience in the face of crises today and 
tomorrow, then a massive increase in community ownership of local businesses and institutions will be 
necessary and ought to be legislated for too.

Finally, Maggie Lishman’s piece brilliantly addresses what the Citizens’ Britain agenda implies for the role 
of elected representatives. The mantra of the empowerment politician is not ‘working hard for you’ but 
‘engaging, enabling and empowering you’ to help change your own communities. Yes, this involves a 
huge amount of dedicated hard work on the part of the elected politician, but it is fundamentally work 
with local people, not for people, with the goal of helping them to step into their own power as citizens. 
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The Power of Basic Income
Jane Dodds MS

Power is a word that generates strong, emotive responses. “Power to the People”. “Girl Power”. 
“Knowledge is Power”. Any slogan with the word power in it is there to remind you of how to get it, why 
you should have it, who you should be taking it from.

At a more literal, dictionary level, power is simply the ability to act or do something effectively. There are, 
of course, many ways of obtaining that ability, but those of us who believe in Basic Income like to focus 
on just one of those ways, the one we think is the gateway to the others: Money.

My argument in this short contribution to this collection is that giving people money is the most effective 
way to give them power and dignity, and that, once empowered, people will find other ways to further 
empower themselves and others.

Basic Income is a centuries-old idea that has had something of a resurgence during the Covid pandemic. 
It is a simple idea: pay every individual in society a regular amount of money, unconditionally, from the 
moment they are born to the moment they die.

The Basic Income movement traces its roots back to 18th century liberal philosopher Thomas Paine, 
whose “Agrarian Justice” essay introduced the concept of a guaranteed minimum income as a right 
of citizenship. Over the next 200 years this idea has attracted support from all shades of the political 
spectrum, from Martin Luther King to Milton Friedman.

More recently, another liberal leader, Paddy Ashdown, leaned heavily on the concept of a Basic Income 
as a fundamental component of his Citizens’ Britain: A Radical Agenda for the 1990s, a book published 
shortly after he became leader of the Social and Liberal Democrats in the late 1980s and in which he 
accurately predicted the rise of the gig economy and the changing face of the labour market:

“As part time work increases, and a variety of employment contracts develops, the rights and protection 
of those workers becomes a matter of concern.”1

His solution? “The government adopts an income maintenance system which encourages part time work 
and flexibility – a Basic Income, which gives security to each individual.”

Paddy Ashdown clearly recognised the link between Basic Income and power:

“Every step we take towards a basic income will liberate power in the hands of the citizen” he said. 

We know instinctively that money is power. Not just because we read the headlines about the rich buying 
access to PPE contracts to make themselves richer; or about Jeff Bezos buying himself a trip into space 
We know it at a much more mundane level: for those of us who have a few savings, being out of a job 
for a few months does not result in a catastrophic chain of events like going hungry, having to choose 
between heating your home or buying shoes for your children, or being evicted from your home and 
ending up homeless.

1  http://paddyashdown.co.uk/articles/index.php/2017/12/28/488/ 
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Those of us with a bit of money have the ability (the power) to act in more effective ways when faced with 
a difficult problem, like sudden unemployment. Conversely, lack of even the most basic financial security 
is true powerlessness. And this lack of power and basic dignity normally leads to stress, bad health, 
domestic violence, debt spirals and more. As the historian Rutger Bregman put it, the poor make bad 
decisions because they are poor, not because they are stupid.2

So Basic Income says let’s just give people money. Let’s give it to individuals, not families or particular 
groups, but to every individual in their own right. Let’s give it regularly: weekly or monthly but always 
there, so that everyone knows there is always a floor of financial stability, a floor of basic dignity below 
which they will never fall. We are talking small amounts of money: enough to cover some basic needs, 
like food and a contribution towards shelter.

And crucially, let’s give it unconditionally. The current welfare system in the UK is a disempowering 
machine: it demeans and humiliates people who need help because they have to prove that they are 
“deserving” of it by parading their poverty, their unemployment or their disability in order to obtain it. 
And then, once inside the system, it keeps people powerless because doing anything to improve one’s 
situation (like getting a bit of part-time work) could lead to a punishing loss of benefits.

Basic Income is a liberal idea because it champions the belief that, in general, individuals know what is 
best for them and need to be trusted. And it recognises that in order to personally flourish and be full 
participants in society, people need to be free from economic insecurity.

This is not hypothetical, it works: A four-year experiment in Canada in the 1970s found that giving people 
a basic income made everyone nearly 10% less likely to end up in hospital. It also concluded, contrary 
to most popular beliefs, that giving people a bit of money does not have a measurable impact on their 
willingness to work.3

More recently, a smaller basic income study among a cohort of unemployed people in Finland also 
concluded that their health outcomes were better and their inclination to work unaffected.4

Another study of an unconditional cash transfer programme carried out in Kenya in 2016 found that it 
had “significant impacts on economic outcomes and psychological well-being”.5

Basic Income, an unshakeable floor of financial security, could transform many aspects of an individual’s 
life. It can empower them to seek better work, for example. Income insecurity has become endemic for 
large parts of the population because changes in the labour market have made employment more and 
more precarious. People ultimately have to accept any work conditions if the alternative is destitution. 

2 https://www.ted.com/talks/rutger_bregman_poverty_isn_t_a_lack_of_character_it_s_a_lack_of_
cash#t-2559 

3 https://www.bbc.com/worklife/article/20200624-canadas-forgotten-universal-basic-income-
experiment 

4 https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/161361/Report_The%20Basic%20
Income%20Experiment%2020172018%20in%20Finland.pdf?sequence-=1&isAllowed=y 

5 https://web.archive.org/web/20180222170804/https://www.princeton.edu/~joha/publications/
Haushofer_Shapiro_UCT_QJE_2016.pdf
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That is no choice at all. With a Basic Income you can refuse badly paid, demeaning or dangerous work 
because you know there is always a small amount to fall back on.

A Basic Income will empower people with the opportunity of constant re-skilling in the face of this 
rapidly-changing labour market.

A Basic Income can empower people to be more entrepreneurial, take risks and create a business 
because they know they will not be destitute if things go wrong. In the UK 95% of businesses employ 
fewer than 10 people. Small business creation is the motor of the economy.

Away from the world of work, a Basic Income will be a force for gender equality and female 
empowerment. Women are too often reliant on men for their livelihoods and it is all-too-common that 
women in abusive relationships stay with their abuser longer for financial reasons.6 Giving all women 
a source of financial security that can never be captured by abusive partners will have far-reaching 
consequences.

In the intersection of gender and work, a Basic Income would recognise the huge amount of unpaid work 
done by those in our society, mostly still women, who raise our children and care for elderly or disabled 
relatives and friends. This is work that is hidden because it is not paid, and yet it is the backbone of a 
functioning society. It is time we recognised that and empowered those that do all this work.

Basic Income can empower communities too, not just individuals. In a community where everyone has a 
Basic Income, people can pool their resources, either permanently or temporarily, to help those in most 
need or simply to create shared resources. They could, for example, lend money to others who have 
unexpected expenses or have fallen on hard times. Or they could cooperatively fund creches to help 
working mothers with childcare, or respite care for those with caring responsibilities.

From a personal perspective as leader of the Welsh Liberal Democrats, I was very excited to see the 
Welsh Government announcing plans for a Basic income trial in our nation. There is true cross-party 
support for this policy in Wales and I will be campaigning to make sure that this trial is as broad and 
ambitious as we can make it. It is great to see Wales leading the way in the UK on Basic Income.

George Orwell said that poverty “annihilates the future”.7 Free from financial insecurity thanks to a Basic 
Income people will be empowered to imagine, and create, a better future for themselves and their 
communities.

Money is power and empowerment is at the heart of liberty. Basic Income is the route to power and 
liberty for all.

Jane Dodds is Member of the Senedd for Mid and West Wales, and Leader of the Liberal 
Democrats in Wales.

6 https://now.org/blog/domestic-violence-and-economic-security/ 

7 https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/671296-for-when-you-are-approaching-poverty-you-make-one-
discovery 
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Youth voice starts with votes at 16 - but must go 
much further
Leena Farhat

The recent Senedd election saw the first votes for 16 and 17 year olds in Wales. For progressive parties 
including the Liberal Democrats, this came with a great deal of excitement and relief; this had been 
something that we had wanted for years. For too long, this age group has been voiceless and powerless; 
this was an opportunity to demonstrate the energy and enthusiasm young people could bring to politics, 
and show the rest of the UK the way forward. Now, in Wales, a “devolution native” generation had an 
opportunity. From housing and youth employment to the climate emergency, this was a moment for 
young people to make their voices heard. 

I am of the devolution generation myself, born in 1997, and I have known nothing but the Senedd, 
watching its journey as it matured with me. So what happened? Did young people transform Welsh 
politics? What did I learn?

I have mixed feelings. I saw some exciting signs. But ultimately what I saw was that for my generation to 
truly get involved, and bring our unique and vital perspective into politics, offering the vote is a good 
start - but nowhere near enough.

Getting 16 to 17 year olds registered to vote was the first task, and it was achieved unevenly. Many third 
sector organisations put up social media campaigns and the Senedd ran a number of engagement 
sessions. The infrastructure was there across the country, and in some places uptake was very high. Areas 
like Ceredigion, Conwy, and Denbighshire saw around 60% of the 16 to 17 year olds register to vote with 
Vale of Glamorgan at nearly 70% uptake. But this was contrasted with areas such as Cardiff, Gwynedd 
and Merthyr Tydfil: all saw under 40% of the 16 to 17 year olds register to vote with Swansea at barely 
30% uptake.8 

This disparity tells me that we need to make the case for young people to vote, meeting them where 
they are. What did the Vale of Glamorgan do that Swansea did not? For one thing, its County Council ran 
a prize draw with five Apple iPads up for grabs for those who registered. Swansea County Council, on 
the other hand, had a leaflet and some videos on social media. Registration was higher where councils 
had put effort in, whether through prize draws or comedic videos or working with TikTok influencers.

When it comes to voting, first impressions matter. With that in mind, Wales needs to move forward and 
refine our young voter engagement strategy. It is clear that everyone, particularly councils, need to 
specifically target young people to register in a way that this audience will respond to. We need to put 
the work in now, outside of election time to motivate young people to get involved. 

This could have a big impact on voter registration - but turnout was not high enough even among 
those who had registered. Part of this was down to some silly mistakes: for example, there was an 
important exam scheduled on polling day which, understandably, many students were more immediately 

8  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-56919775
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concerned about. Part of it was a consequence of the low registration numbers: there was a palpable 
feeling amongst some of the older campaigners in many areas that because of the low youth registration 
in their area, adapting the campaign towards them would be a lost cause. I would say that if anything, 
that would only prove the young people who decided not to register to vote right. Many cited that they 
did not feel they were informed enough to take part in the democratic process, that parties did not 
represent them or the issues they face. This should have been setting off alarm bells across the political 
spectrum: how could such a young and new electorate have no faith in our politics or themselves?

As such, the bigger challenge is that young people need to believe that getting involved is worthwhile 
- that voting can actually lead to change. It is not enough to give the legal right to vote in a context in 
which so many young people are disillusioned with the political system and think it is of little relevance 
to them. 

So how do we move forward on this front? 

The specific context of the Senedd needs to be understood here. Our political beliefs and views on 
the political sphere are defined by the issues we face and the injustice we see. Many young people 
are exposed to the areas of Wales where we have a huge amount to improve across policy areas from 
transport to education to healthcare. Rather than vote, many of these feel the only way to improve their 
lot is to leave Wales when they have the chance. Even where engaging with politics does feel important, 
many in North Wales, Mid Wales and West Wales feel that the little they get from Westminster is more 
than they get from the Senedd; while many in South Wales feel like they are still behind England. We 
need to create a Senedd with more power and greater connection to its people, one that works for all 
communities. Only then will our young people believe that voting matters - because only then will they 
be right.

My third and final reflection is that we need to do more to inspire young people to find and develop 
their power. This is a huge opportunity for the Liberal Democrats. We should be the ones pushing for 
more legislation on climate change, defending our civil liberties and ensuring we can build an open and 
tolerant Wales. At the moment, in this post election period, many of these young 16-17 year olds are 
feeling as though their voices only matter when there are votes at stake. The issues they hold dear did 
not stop existing after the Senedd election, those issues are their reality. 

Some progress is being made. Thanks largely to the leadership of a Liberal Democrat Education 
Minister, the new Curriculum for Wales is moving to create cohorts of Welsh children with a holistic world 
class education which includes citizenship and ethics. This was not in time to affect the recent election, 
but as long as the ambition is sustained, surely will in future. 

In the meantime, though, the Liberal Democrats have a huge opportunity to become the party of young 
people in Wales and beyond. We need to include them (and indeed other age groups) in our decision 
making and quickly or this disengagement with the political system will exist for generations to come. 

Voting is akin to a civic duty. We vote for ourselves, our area, our loved ones and the world. But that 
doesn’t mean we can expect young people to see it as such if there is not a compelling case made that 
voting is worthwhile and will have impact - and that means involving young people and investing power 
in them beyond voting too. 

There is an old Welsh saying “Yr hen a ŵyr a’r ieuanc a dybia” which translates to “The old know and the 
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young suspect” which rings true here because while the older generations in Wales know how they feel 
and are more set in their habits, the young know that they have room to grow and suspect that Wales 
can be better. These are the people we in Wales need to engage, to dream, create and build a better 
Wales, because while Wales is built on old liberal values, we have the opportunity to be a liberal beacon 
in the modern UK and world. Then Wales could lead the way.

It’s time for our nation, our party, and most importantly our young people, to be ambitious.

Leena Farhat is co-Campaigns Officer for the Welsh Young Liberals, and Diversity Officer for the 
Welsh Liberal Democrats
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Racial equity must be at the heart of any liberal 
agenda
The Black LibDem Action Committee 

For all Britain’s forward movement in promoting racial equality, Black people in Britain today are still 
disproportionately excluded from social protection systems, economic uplift, and representative 
democracy, while facing shorter lifespans, lower educational attainment at universities, and dramatic 
over-criminalisation and imprisonment compared to their white counterparts.

Black Lives Action Committee (BLAC) Liberal Democrats has produced a policy agenda that calls 
for a comprehensive dismantling of racist structures and systems, combined with an investment of 
unprecedented scale in the freedom and self-determination of Black Britons.

BLAC Liberal Democrats want to see the Liberal Democrat party introduce policies that will eradicate 
those aspects of our society that inhibit prosperity and build new ones that will unlock the collective 
potential of Black people in Britain. This includes reforming our broken criminal justice and health 
systems; increasing access to better-quality education and improving educational outcomes; 
strengthening access to credit and injecting capital into the Black community; improving both access 
to housing and the quality of housing; electoral reforms and bold steps toward fulfilling long-broken 
promises of true equity.

It is incumbent upon a Liberal Democrat l party that believes in freedom and fairness to help rectify the 
racial injustices that British political policies have consciously and unconsciously enabled over centuries. 
Additionally, direct investment in communities unfairly precluded from economic opportunity will lift the 
economy, providing benefits to all British people, regardless of race. Economic uplift and wealth creation 
must combine with legal and social change to create a more equitable Britain. 

BLAC Liberal Democrats share a fundamental belief about racial justice in Britain: not only that it is 
right to remedy centuries of dehumanisation and discrimination, but also that when Black Britons 
live in freedom and justice, all Britons have greater opportunities to live more freely and fairly.When 
Black Britain experiences economic justice and opportunity, we all benefit. When our democracy 
works for Black Britain, it is a better democracy for all of us. When we place Black women at the heart 
of the struggle for reproductive justice, the lives of all women are made healthier and freer. All of 
Britain benefits from greater economic contributions, when young Black men have equal employment 
opportunities. BLAC Liberal Democrats have a specific plan for Black Britain–but it also strives to 
establish a deep and solid foundation for racial and economic justice for all diverse communities and all 
people in the UK. 

Britain cannot simply replace centuries of discrimination with non-racist policy; it must intentionally 
mitigate the gaps created by those discriminatory policies. The BLAC Liberal Democrats policies 
touch every facet of British life, and, like the values that animate Liberal Democrat campaigners, these 
proposals reflect the principles of freedom, justice, and equality.

It is imperative that all Liberal Democrats elected to office should highlight the importance and value of 
diversity, in all its forms, to society. 
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The Black Lives Action Committee is a grassroots action group that wishes to impact upon issues 
where the concerns of underrepresented groups have not been addressed.

The full BLAC policy document can be found at: https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1Vks51vloeL0LkCRRLq-1g4EyBphpfM4eCvFStN-5hVU/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vks51vloeL0LkCRRLq-1g4EyBphpfM4eCvFStN-5hVU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Vks51vloeL0LkCRRLq-1g4EyBphpfM4eCvFStN-5hVU/edit
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Defibrillating Democracy
Rich Wilson and Claire Mellier

“In this time of crisis, we face two particularly important choices. The first is between totalitarian 
surveillance and citizen empowerment. The second is between nationalist isolation and global 
solidarity,” wrote Yuval Noah Harari as the first wave of Covid-19 lockdowns struck.9

We’re guessing Yuval wasn’t thinking about citizens’ assemblies as he wrote that, but we believe 
these often under-the-radar democratic innovations provide a practical way for us to choose ‘citizen 
empowerment’ and ‘solidarity’. Here’s how.

In case you’ve not come across citizens’ assemblies,10 they are gatherings of people (usually 100-150), 
selected to be a true snapshot of the place in question (say, a country or city) based on demographic 
criteria such as gender, age, income and education level.

The citizens are selected by lot, as you would for jury service; and great efforts are made to ensure 
anyone can participate, such as paying for attendance, providing childcare and improving accessibility 
for people with disabilities. They usually meet over a number of weekends to discuss a controversial 
issue of public importance and come up with a set of recommendations for the way forward.

What’s remarkable about citizens’ assemblies is they tend to generate policies far more ambitious than 
those politicians come up with alone. For instance, the 2020 French climate assembly voted to make 
‘ecocide’ crime a law, ban the rent of energy-inefficient housing and ensure all buildings meet strict 
new environmental standards.11 People also tend to trust citizens’ assemblies much more than they do 
politicians to act in the public interest.12

Consequently, forms of deliberative democracy13 like this are becoming increasingly popular to address 
critical but contentious issues such as waste management in Brazil,14 constitutional reform in Mongolia,15 
environmental disasters management in Uganda16 and, famously, abortion in Ireland.17

Citizens’ assemblies also provide an antidote to social-media propagated polarization and fake news, 

9 https://nin.tl/Hariri 

10 https://nin.tl/CA-standards 

11 https://nin.tl/CCC-propositions 

12 https://nin.tl/survey-15-countries 

13 https://nin.tl/democratic-innovation 

14 https://nin.tl/fortaleza-CA 

15 https://nin.tl/mongolia-poll 

16 https://nin.tl/Uganda-poll 

17 https://nin.tl/Ireland-abortion 
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generating deep respect and solidarity between citizens with opposing views.18 Louise Caldwell, a 
participant of Ireland’s Citizens’ Assembly on abortion, relates: ‘I felt empowered and informed – it gave 
me the language and skills to have difficult discussions. In a room of 100 people, only a handful ever 
tried to create division or build walls among us. I think most people want to find things to agree on and 
to discover common ground – through this we can always learn new ways to go forward.’19

The problem is too few people experience these benefits and politicians often ignore the 
recommendations.

Firing Imagination

That is changing. The current wave of climate assemblies taking place across the world in places such as 
the UK, France, Scotland, Denmark and the US are capturing public imagination like never before.

Seventy per cent of French people knew about the Citizen Convention for Climate (CCC) and of 
those, 62 per cent supported the vast majority of its recommendations.20 This not only generated a 
powerful mandate for change but sent a shock wave across the whole French political system. President 
Emmanuel Macron is backpedalling on his promise to put forward the citizens’ recommendations 
‘without filter’ to parliament, referendum or executive order. Nearly 500,000 citizens have signed an 
e-petition demanding that he keep to his word, but some politicians agree with Macron’s hesitancy. We 
should not be surprised; this would have been the first time a nationally elected leader had delegated so 
much power to a citizens’ assembly.

We should also not be too disappointed; this is precisely the kind of important, knotty, meaningful public 
debate that needs to happen in every country about the future of democracy.t

The struggle is to expand democracy beyond simply electing politicians to include policy development 
and implementation as well. It’s going to be messy – renegotiating democracy always is – but that’s a 
good thing; it’s authoritarianism that represents simplicity and order.

Some have drawn parallels between today’s climate activists and the Suffragettes, due to their use of 
civil disobedience and the prominence of women campaigners. Fewer have noticed that the climate 
campaign is morphing into a full-blown democratic movement.

Extinction Rebellion – which has citizens’ assemblies as one of its key demands – is one example. Co-
founder Gail Bradbrook said: ‘Extinction Rebellion is beyond a climate campaign; it’s fundamentally a 
campaign for a functioning democracy because the climate and ecological emergency is a product of 
our broken democracy.’

Citizens’ assemblies are not a miracle cure, but when done right they can jolt the political system back to 
life, unblocking and expanding the arteries of political power, getting more of us focused on healing the 
patient and providing a real experience of other ways of doing democracy.

18 https://nin.tl/science-of-deliberation 

19 https://nin.tl/participant-experience 

20 https://nin.tl/climate-survey 
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Going Global

So how can citizens’ assemblies help restart the beating heart of democracy?

First, they need to shift from being low-profile, small events to cultivating mass public debates, explicitly 
designed to generate mutual understanding between people who disagree. The more people feel part 
of an assembly, the more solidarity is generated, the harder it is for politicians to ignore them and the 
more powerful the shock they deliver to the wider political system – as we are seeing in France.

A wider public debate can be achieved by using traditional and digital media to communicate the 
citizens’ discussions, in effect involving the public vicariously in the citizens’ discussions. This is what 
happened in Ireland and France and helps explain the high political impact of these two examples.

Another way is by encouraging many more people to participate directly in the assembly through events 
online or in person. These events could be in communities, businesses and schools, anywhere people 
want to run one.

Local events are a key part of the Global Citizens’ Assembly project.21 Launched in December 2020, 
this assembly is planned to take place ahead of November’s UN Climate Talks in Glasgow. The heart of 
the assembly will be a group of people who represent the world’s population as accurately as possible. 
This means that 60 per cent of participants will come from Asia and 17 per cent from Africa, half will be 
women, and 70 per cent will be those who earn $10 a day or less.

As organizers our aim is to bring the benefits of citizens’ assemblies to millions of people across the 
world. It will be the first that anyone on Earth can join, by running or attending a local event. There will 
be an accompanying wave of cultural activities, ranging from Senegalese rappers to British rock stars, 
to encourage as many people as possible to participate. The other key challenge faced by citizens’ 
assemblies is ensuring their recommendations are not ignored. One way is to get guarantees that 
proposals will go to a referendum, as happened with the assemblies on same-sex marriage and abortion 
in Ireland. Another is for politicians to commit, in a legally binding form, in advance, to implement 
citizens’ recommendations, as happened with assemblies on flood defences in Gdańsk, Poland.

If there’s one thing we’ve learnt from 2020 it’s that all our actions matter. We may not want to see 
autocratic responses to either coronavirus or the climate emergency, but the dark arts of authoritarianism 
are ready to be deployed should enough people start to believe they are necessary.

Which is one of the reasons why our governance structures need redesigning, to acknowledge and 
harness the role we all have to play, moving from a top-down, parent-to-child relationship to a more 
equal adult-to-adult one.

John Stuart Mill argued back in 1859 that the primary purpose of any system of government is to keep 
citizens safe. It’s clear that democracy today is simply not doing that job.

That’s why we need a new settlement for politicians to share power with citizens on key issues where the 
former are struggling to keep us safe and where citizens have an active role in any solution.

21 http://globalassembly.org/
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But until then, there are other things we can do to increase the chances of recommendations being 
implemented. We can encourage people to campaign on behalf of the recommendations they believe 
in and we can make sure citizens’ assemblies are presented, by media and government, as important 
legitimate political chambers in their own right.

That will involve letting go of our preconceptions of what democracy looks like and being ready to 
experiment with what works to solve the big crises we face today – like climate, coronavirus and jobs 
– while staying focused on what delivers freedom, empowerment and solidarity for more and more 
people.

This is what we are trying to do with the Global Citizens’ Assembly. We don’t have all the answers; it’s 
simply our best guess at how to give many more people a voice at the most important UN Climate 
Conference so far. Our hope is that it becomes a permanent piece of infrastructure that can be 
continuously improved upon, eventually becoming an integral part of the annual cycle of global events, 
giving ever more citizens ever more power.

Participant Sumana Nandi from India explains: ‘Usually citizens’ assemblies are initiated by governments 
or parliaments in a very top-down way, but we, along with many other citizens from across the world, 
were invited to be part of the design of the Global Citizens’ Assembly right from start. The Global 
Citizens’ Assembly is the first time someone like me will know they will be heard at a UN climate 
conference.’

We don’t yet have that new settlement whereby citizens and politicians share power on key issues, so 
we don’t know what impact Sumana’s voice will have. That’s not surprising as we’ve never before had a 
way to invite everyone on the planet into the heart of global decision-making and reset the relationship 
between people and politicians.

By the end of this year, hopefully, that will have changed when for the first time we hear the voice of 
humanity – and shock waves pass through our global governance systems that might just bring them 
back to life.

Rich Wilson is a democracy renewal specialist and adviser who has led hundreds of deliberative 
democracy processes.

Claire Mellier is a climate researcher and facilitator who was part of the Climate Assembly UK 
facilitation team.

This piece was oiginally published in New Internationalist and republished here with the kind permission 
of both the magazine and the authors. The original piece can be found at: https://newint.org/
features/2021/02/08/defibrillating-democracy

https://newint.org/features/2021/02/08/defibrillating-democracy
https://newint.org/features/2021/02/08/defibrillating-democracy
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The second best time to involve people in Covid 
decision-making is now
Jon Alexander

We may now be coming to the point where Covid is here to stay. A recent survey for the influential 
journal Nature found that 89% of experts said it was either likely or very likely that it would become 
endemic in the human population.22 

This situation could have been avoided if the political response to Covid had from the very beginning 
been to involve the public in decision making. This, after all, is exactly what happened in Taiwan,23 the 
country with the world’s most successful response to the virus. Their “Fast, Fun, Fair” approach saw the 
government share information with citizens completely transparently from the very beginning;24 work 
from a precautionary principle, for example to shut down flights early and ensure PPE stocks were in 
place; and to open the doors for all citizens to contribute their ideas, energy and resources to what has 
been explicitly characterised as a national team effort. My favourite example is the creation of a simple 
telephone hotline which any citizen could call into and offer their ideas to improve the national response, 
with ideas from all kinds of people adopted, including a six year old boy. The net result is that a nation of 
23 million people has, even after a recent spike, fewer than 20,000 cases and only 837 deaths, from the 
duration of the pandemic. There has been no national lockdown.

This is why, if you ask me the best time to start involving the public, I would say 18 months ago, right at 
the outset. But as with the famous proverb about the best time to plant a tree being 20 years ago, the 
next best time is now.

If a Taiwan-style nation-as-team approach were adopted now, it might still be possible to eliminate 
Covid. But the core of the challenge at this point is perhaps different: arguably, we need to be talking 
about adaptation as well as elimination. Our lives are changing forever in this time, not just temporarily, 
and it is no longer possible to stop that from being the case. What is still possible, however, is to involve 
us all in deciding how to adapt, tapping the ideas and energy of everyone in figuring out how to make 
the best of this situation.

I for one can imagine possible paths forward that could be very positive indeed. We could cultivate a 
much more distributed, localised society, which would be much more resilient to Covid, but could also 
rebuild the sense of belonging and community that so many have come to lack in recent decades. We 
could have renewed motivation to create a nation without poverty: such a nation would be much less 
likely to see pockets of infection grow and proliferate as a result of people not being willing or able 
to acknowledge their sickness through fear of loss of income. New working patterns, if consciously 

22 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00396-2 

23 https://jonjalex.medium.com/the-nation-youre-not-allowed-to-learn-from-340d54498a16 

24 https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/blog/opinion/thousand-year-old-dark-room-can-be-
illuminated-single-lantern 
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designed, could give parents more time with children and all of us more time to contribute to and 
benefit from the communities of which we are part.

My point is not necessarily that this is what should happen, but that this is just me, one citizen, thinking 
off the top of my head. Imagine if we could bring together the ideas of all 60 million of us in the UK, 
and structure that into a conversation that could inform government targets and ambitions, as well as 
triggering a groundswell of projects and initiatives that faced into the new future. Such a conversation 
could combine mechanics such as open idea generation platforms, citizens’ assemblies, matched 
crowdfunding, and more - all tools and processes that are tried and tested, and proven to contribute 
to political legitimacy and trust as well as generating better ideas and greater social impact by virtue of 
tapping into more (and more diverse) brains. My company, the New Citizenship Project (in collaboration 
with Involve, the UK’s participation charity) ran just such a participatory process on the issue of climate 
change, albeit on the much smaller scale of the island of Jersey. It has worked just as we hoped, if not 
better, creating real, island-wide engagement with the climate emergency. When you involve people, 
you offer them agency in a situation; they respond by stepping up.

If we cannot go that far straight away, perhaps we could at least bring a deliberative element into the 
decision making. I first called for the creation of a Covid Citizens’ Reference Panel in April 2020.25 This 
would see a randomly selected, statistically representative group of citizens called together - a lot 
like jury service - to deliberate on, respond to and inform government decision-making, perhaps on a 
monthly basis, representing the wider citizenry in the process, and providing a first step towards true 
participatory decision making.

The alternative is what we have today and have had for the last 18 months: a Covid response that is 
rooted in a political system that is in turn predicated on politicians making decisions for us, rather than 
with us. As our vaccine roll-out falters, and with deaths at over 130,000 deaths compared to Taiwan’s 837, 
this is a long way from over. This path cannot sustain much longer. The best time to step off it was right 
at the beginning. The next best time is now. 

Jon Alexander is co-editor of this pamphlet.

This piece is adapted from a piece published by Involve, the UK’s public participation charity. The 
original piece is available at: https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/blog/opinion/best-time-start-
involving-public-covid-decision-making-was-year-ago-next-best

25 https://www.libdemvoice.org/now-is-the-time-to-stand-up-as-champions-of-deliberative-
democracy-64275.html 

https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/blog/opinion/best-time-start-involving-public-covid-decision-ma
https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/blog/opinion/best-time-start-involving-public-covid-decision-ma
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An Inquiry of the Possible
Anthony Painter

There have been many calls for a public inquiry into the governmental failures during Covid. And such 
an inquiry will begin work in 2022 after multiple parliamentary inquiries have concluded (as well as earlier 
inquiries in the devolved nations). Not only is the timing of the English inquiry dilatory, it risks missing a 
whole category of lessons from the pandemic. People have, in the main, risen to the challenge. And that 
could open out new possibilities for future policy.

It would be easy to dismiss this as a bit of folksy pandering. Yet these are lessons we need to learn as we 
confront the huge challenges of our time. If people and their behaviours are to be trusted rather than 
feared, we could reach towards a completely different future.

Remember, early on in the pandemic, we were told that lockdown was to be delayed because we 
couldn’t trust people to comply for more than a fortnight or so. Yet people were, by and large, compliant 
and pretty sensible overall. Communities came together in mutual aid and to offer collective support 
for NHS staff. We were told that masks were ineffective because people didn’t know how to use them 
correctly. They were capable and largely did when encouraged to do so. That habit is dying as the 
positive reinforcement wanes.

Consistently, those in positions of authority have assumed the worst about the willingness of the public 
to adhere to public health prerogatives. And just as consistently, people have been willing to act in 
solidarity and responsibly.

What if we were to pose a set of different questions about our collective future? What if we started 
with the assumption that, in the main, people were to be trusted? Perhaps we could think about our 
policies, institutions, and the type of leadership we need in new ways armed with this very different set 
of assumptions? We are cognitively wired to look out for free riders. And yet, the real moral hazard might 
be that in spending so much time looking out for and seeking to manage those who cheat and don’t 
pull their weight, we end up devoting too much political energy and societal resources to what can go 
wrong, rather than what could go right. In singularly focusing on risk, we miss co-operative and creative 
futures.

An authentic citizenship approach starts with a fundamentally different orientation: trust is a golden 
resource that opens up new possibilities rather than something to be suspicious of, police, and lock 
in a small cage. Rutger Bregman calls the default contention that we are all savages waiting to be 
released without management through the institutional architecture of modern society, ‘veneer theory’. 
What if, instead, as default, we lean towards the more co-operative? The dense thicket of co-operative 
institutions that are voluntarily entered into, from community organisations, to professional associations, 
to democratic institutions to global governance institutions suggest the co-operative pull of citizenship 
is strong. Knowing this, macro challenges such as climate change and recovery from pandemics don’t 
seem quite so insurmountable. 

And when we stop thinking of people as, in general, likely to free-ride, unlikely to respond to complex 
or challenging information, set in their ways, motivated almost exclusively by self-interest, then new 
possibilities open out. Negative assumptions about human behaviour have guided much of national 
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public policy for at least two generations now, from welfare to health to education to economic policy. 
Let’s not govern ourselves in a third generation in this way. And yet now these assumptions are built into 
the next phase of the pandemic as it is clear there will be a strong drive – from Chief Executives of US 
investment banks26 to the Government itself -  to patch the old world back together. But, as Arundhati 
Roy explored very early on in the pandemic, we are through the portal.27 Where now?

We are missing an important dimension to the Covid story. Once the public inquiry begins in earnest the 
focus will be on failure and responsibility. That is important of course. But where is the space to consider 
possibility? As we have found, through community and solidarity, that we could trust each other, we 
could see significant changes in behaviour, even in short timeframes, then what else may we be able to 
achieve collectively?

The evidence is there, and the RSA’s Crises and Change work28 in partnership and dialogue with many 
others, shows what might be possible. The hope and ambition coming through voices of community is 
striking. Four in ten people in a survey taken as part of the work reported feeling a stronger attachment 
to their community through the pandemic. As one respondent in citizen deliberations put it: “We need a 
spirit of overcoming, that despite all the odds that are against us we are still individuals and communities 
of hope. New entrepreneurs, young people, fostering new ideas, hope and encouragement to make the 
world a better place.”

The scale of change necessary to avert climate calamity, to reverse structural injustice, and to alleviate 
economic exclusion and insecurity are just three areas where the ability to cultivate fresh solidarities can 
light up a different future.

As such, I want to propose an Inquiry of the Possible alongside the formal public inquiry. This hopeful 
inquiry would encourage a wide array of societal voices to consider not simply what we have lost or 
what went wrong. It would ask us to reflect on what went right and how the values underpinning our 
collective successes could help us rethink our lives, the institutions on which we depend, and the driving 
logic of systems such as economy, democracy and technology which penetrate deep into our lives. What 
futures can we imagine and how might we go about putting them in place? What do we need from 
Government, from business, from finance, from research and technology, and from socially-focused and 
community organisations to help us lean towards better futures? The evidence gathered for the Inquiry 
of the Possible would be through mass engagement rather than elite path dependencies.

We change through open and trust-cultivating dialogue whether that is in the workplace, the home, the 
community, and, yes, democracy itself. The scale of the challenges we face are now too great to be left 
to a small group of leaders in Governments and elsewhere. To take one example, the enormity of what 
is required to achieve Net Zero let alone repairing some of the ecological harm that has already been 
done, documented in the latest, and most robust, instalment of the IPPC assessment is bracing. How can 
we generate a sense of collective mission to make the transition rather than relying on a technological 
magic bullet? We have to cultivate a sense of mutual support and aid, support greater trust, and foster 

26 https://edition.cnn.com/2021/06/16/investing/morgan-stanley-ceo-return-to-office/index.html 

27 https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-fcd274e920ca 

28 https://www.thersa.org/projects/crises-change 
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consent for change at scale. This type of mass deliberation at different scales from local to global, isn’t 
an add-on for transitioning away from deep ecological harm, it is necessary. This would be one of the 
macro challenges an Inquiry of the Possible would confront. 

The biggest danger we face is not failing to learn what went wrong – if we are honest we know that 
pretty much already – or even who is responsible. It is failing to learn from what went right and how that 
challenges prevailing perceptions of our collective capacities. An Inquiry of the Possible would help to 
put that negative bias right - and enable society to develop in order to face the future with confidence.

Anthony is Chief Research & Impact Officer (CRIO) at the Royal Society of Arts, Manufacturing 
and Commerce. An award winning policy and social innovator, he leads the RSA’s social change 
work covering economic security, future of work, education, lifelong learning, local democracy 
and regenerative futures. He has been a leading voice, writer and presenter on the RSA’s 
platforms for almost a decade.
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Why we need a Community Power Act and what 
should be in it
Adam Lent

Despite the pandemic, the factors eroding the very foundations of our political and economic system 
are not addressed in day-to-day political conversation. No one will admit that the legitimacy of our 
democracy has been weakening for decades, even before Covid ripped through our society. No 
politician will lead on the profound threat to our public services, or admit that obsession with economic 
growth at all costs has helped degrade our communities and environment. This was the case before the 
last election was decided by entirely the wrong debates; and we continue to risk the same happening in 
future.

On the front-line of delivery, however, it has long been much harder to ignore the reality of these 
challenges. Public servants at the local level have been confronting the consequences of weakened 
legitimacy, spiralling demand and economic dysfunction every day, for years. Unlike national politicians, 
they were being forced to adapt simply to survive, even before Covid.

This has led to a growing emphasis on community power – the simple idea that institutions have to drop 
their paternalistic mindset and hand power and resource over to communities to solve their challenges 
themselves. It is an approach that restores trust in public bodies, enables a move to preventative services 
and helps create sustainable local economies. This community power idea is now at the very heart of the 
work of New Local, the thinktank and network I lead29.

The Crucial Role of National Politicians

But the failure of national politicians to honestly acknowledge the challenges let alone the solutions is 
now a major drag on this emerging wave of change. Political power is so deeply centralised that the 
capacity of the public sector to mobilise communities around their biggest challenges is always going 
to be limited. How, for example, can citizens really get to grips with worklessness in their communities 
when labour market and skills policy is almost entirely controlled by civil servants and ministers based in 
central London?

Currently, it takes a rare combination of courage, persistence and vision on the part of local leaders to 
adopt community power while it is at odds with the overwhelmingly paternalistic and institutional status 
quo. This means that the growing examples of community power have yet to add up to a total system 
shift. This is lamentable because the longer we leave that shift, the greater the risk that our system will 
descend deeper into crisis and the more lives will be damaged by the failings of institutional hierarchy.

29 https://www.newlocal.org.uk/research/community-paradigm/ 
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Whole system shift can only be fully realised with the conviction and commitment of those with oversight 
of the whole system – ultimately national politicians. They need to recognise that they are the ones 
who must give permission for public servants to take the leap into a new world, and that they must also 
dismantle the national structures – such as top-down targets and inspection regimes – that reinforce 
institutional ways of working.

A Community Power Act

In this context, I am increasingly convinced that national politicians must pass a Community Power 
Act (CPA). It would have one overriding goal: to transfer significant power from the institutions of 
the state and public sector to communities and networks of citizens – what we at New Local call 
‘communitisation’.

What a CPA would legislate must, of course, be a subject of debate but to kick that off, I would suggest 
six elements.

1. Communitising public services: all public sector institutions would be required to explain how they 
plan to transfer a significant amount of power and resource from institutional control to community 
control over the next decade.

2. Communitising local economies: all public sector institutions and private sector bodies over a 
certain size would be required to explain how they plan to enable communities to create socially 
and environmentally sustainable local economies over the next decade.

3. Participatory decision-making: councils and public sector bodies would be required to explain how 
they plan to move to a more participatory and deliberative process of decision-making over the 
next decade.

4. Unconditional devolution and the duty to collaborate: there should be a process of devolving 
centrally held powers and funds down to local councils and existing public sector bodies. This 
will not require new institutional structures or tiers of governance. However, to ensure that 
communitisation plans are integrated across locations, there will be a new duty to collaborate 
imposed on councils and public sector bodies. And to ensure that duty is more than an aspiration, 
failure to collaborate will result in removal of devolved powers and funds.

5. Guaranteeing communitisation: to ensure communitisation plans are fully implemented and 
effective, a new inspection regime will be established. This will be based in local areas, will be 
community-led and will replace the Whitehall-led approach. To ensure this inspection has teeth, 
devolved powers and funds could be removed if communitisation plans are not implemented 
effectively.

6. Funding for communitisation: the Act would make significant financial provision to enable the 
transition from the current model of governance and service delivery to a new community-led 
approach.

As is clear, the scope of a Community Power Act is significant. If it has any analogue, it may well be 
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the Communitisation of Public Services and Institutions Act 2002 implemented in the Indian state of 
Nagaland.30 This displayed an ambition equal to the task of totally overhauling a system that was failing 
its citizens and had, as a result, lost their trust.

What a CPA cannot be, however, is just one more piece of legislation amongst many others – such 
as the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015.31 Nor can community power be half-heartedly 
tacked on to other “more important” legislation as in the Localism Act 2011.32 The principle behind a 
CPA is a profound and comprehensive reformulation of the relationship between state and communities 
and, as such, would have to be the flagship legislation of any parliament and, quite possibly, a whole 
Government. Nothing less is needed.

Adam Lent is Chief Executive of New Local, an independent think tank and network of councils, 
with a mission to transform public services and unlock community power. New Local was formerly 
known as the New Local Government Network.

30 http://www.vikalpsangam.org/static/media/uploads/Resources/nagaland_communitisation_neema.
pdf 

31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_Empowerment_(Scotland)_Act_2015 

32 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Localism_Act_2011 
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Local Heroes: how to sustain community spirit 
beyond Covid 19
Vidhya Alakeson and Will Brett

The wave of social solidarity we have seen sweep across the country during the pandemic now needs 
to be rooted in community businesses and other locally rooted organisations. In our latest report, Local 
Heroes: How to sustain community spirit beyond COVID-19, we examine how community businesses can 
play a key role in harnessing all the goodwill that has been unleashed.33

An extraordinary wave of social solidarity has swept through the country in the wake of Covid-19. We 
clapped every Thursday night to show our appreciation for key workers on the front line. Over 750,000 
signed up to help out the health services. Nearly 3,500 local mutual aid groups registered on the 
Covid-19 Mutual Aid website and around two million people joined local support networks on Facebook.

These spontaneous acts of community spirit grabbed the headlines. But they are underpinned by the 
tireless work of established community organisations whose speed of response, adaptability and deep 
local roots ensure that people in their communities are fed, supported and remain connected to others 
on an ongoing basis.

This crisis has accelerated a movement of community power that had already taken shape and was 
building slowly, largely unseen and unreported. The arrival of Covid-19 on our shores thrust it centre 
stage. Many millions of us have come to understand (if we didn’t already) that when real crisis comes, our 
immediate community is the front line of defence. Community isn’t just ‘nice to have’. It’s a matter of life 
and death.

This fact holds huge implications for public policy. If the community response to the crisis has been 
central to ensuring people’s wellbeing and enabling the state to cope and reach people it would 
otherwise miss, we have to take the opportunity now to embed community power for the long term. 
It can’t be a blip – a feature just of the crisis. We have to knit it into the way our communities and local 
economies start to recover and rebuild.

A shift like this will take time to work through the system. It won’t happen overnight. But this crisis offers 
us a chance to take the first steps on a journey we simply have to make. We put forward three proposals 
to get us started.

The first is to create a £300m Community Heroes Fund to reward the people and organisations that 
have led the community fight against Covid-19, and to rebuild our social fabric as we come out of this 
crisis. It would provide £50m of start-up grants to mutual aid groups which want to become permanent 
organisations, working to meet the needs of their communities for the long term. It would also support 
existing charities, community organisations and community businesses to rebuild, with a focus on long-
term resilience.

33 https://www.powertochange.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/PTC_3698_Covid_Report_FINAL2.
pdf 
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Second, government should bring forward new legislation to enable community organisations to 
take greater responsibility for public budgets at the neighbourhood level. If community organisations 
can demonstrate significant local support, they should be able to take on the budget for managing 
parks, playgrounds, local sports clubs, markets, local museums, community centres and civic spaces. 
Community organisations should be able to play a pivotal role in how local amenities like these and 
other services are managed, so they can positively shape the experience of living in a place and bring 
their community together.

Finally, we need to replicate the depth of strategic partnership between the state and community 
organisations that is getting us through this crisis as we enter the recovery phase. This could mean 
requiring community representation on the governing committees of all agencies involved with the 
recovery, including Local Enterprise Partnerships, Integrated Care Systems, Town Boards and Health 
and Wellbeing Boards; or requiring councils to establish high-level strategic oversight boards for the 
recovery which include representatives from community organisations. Whether it’s town centre revival or 
rebuilding local employment, the expertise of locally rooted organisations who know their communities 
deeply must be part of the solution.

Together these three proposals are designed to ensure this moment of community power does not fade 
away but instead shapes the post-coronavirus social and economic settlement by giving greater power 
to community organisations to shape their local areas, and critically the resources to do so. Because 
make no mistake: sustaining today’s community spirit holds the key to creating a stronger, fairer and 
more resilient society in the wake of the crisis.

Vidhya Alakeson is CEO of Power to Change, the charitable trust that supports community 
businesses to create better places. Will Brett is an independent campaigns, communications and 
public affairs consultant.

This piece is adapted from one first published in Power to Change and re-published here with the 
permission of the authors. The original piece can be found at: https://www.powertochange.org.uk/blog/
local-heroes-sustain-community-spirit-beyond-covid-19/

https://www.powertochange.org.uk/blog/local-heroes-sustain-community-spirit-beyond-covid-19/
https://www.powertochange.org.uk/blog/local-heroes-sustain-community-spirit-beyond-covid-19/
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Citizens’ Britain and the Beautiful Game
Ian Kearns and Jon Alexander

The news that six of England’s biggest (if not currently best) football clubs were intent on joining a 
so-called European Super League dominated both back and front pages earlier this year, and rightly 
so. This was a story about football, but not just football: it drove home the point that excessive foreign 
ownership of many of our industries is not in the public interest, and illustrated the grotesque outcomes 
we get when we allow market and consumer logic to totally dominate the economy at the expense of 
citizen and community power. As such, it represented an issue on which the Liberal Democrats should 
have a very clear point of view, and a very loud voice.

As the late England Manager, Sir Bobby Robson said: “What is a club in any case? Not the buildings 
or the directors or the people who are paid to represent it. It’s not the television contracts, get-out 
clauses, marketing departments or executive boxes. It’s the noise, the passion, the feeling of belonging, 
the pride in your city.” Football is a crucial part of the fabric of British community and society. With 
well over a hundred years of history, clubs up and down the country host not just sporting endeavours, 
but community rituals, places where people young and old find themselves. At their best, these clubs 
are institutions through which thousands of people develop, exercise and express their identities in a 
constructive, locally rooted way that is in playful tension rather than aggressive conflict with others.

But this isn’t just about sentiment and tradition meeting change. As the former England player and 
commentator Gary Neville said, it’s about power,34 and though Neville didn’t express it that way, it’s an 
idea central to any attempt to build a more liberal Britain. It’s about who gets to own and control the 
institutions at the heart of our communities. And it’s about the purposes they should be expected to 
pursue beyond the naked greed of a few billionaires.

This is why this should be a heartland issue for the Liberal Democrats. At our best – as Paddy 
Ashdown, Jo Grimond, and Tony Greaves knew – we are the party of community, of participation, of 
decentralisation, of power in people’s hands. We are the party best placed to point out that, away 
from the awful nonsense of the ESL, something else has been happening in football in recent years, a 
powerful reclamation of power in the hands of fans – as exemplified by the founding of AFC (Affordable 
Football Club) Liverpool and FC United, by the transfer into community ownership of clubs like Bath City, 
by the surge in fan voice and organisation through Supporters’ Trusts and the growing influence of the 
football fan “union”, the Football Supporters Association.

As such, this moment is not just a footballing aberration. It is a moment that drives home the relevance 
of, and the need to build, a Citizens’ Britain in which more power is put in more people’s hands, not just 
in politics but in corporate boardrooms too. People and communities matter.

34 https://twitter.com/Football__Tweet/status/1383833537095245825 
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One of our greatest tasks as a party, to reclaim our relevance, is to kill off the aberration of neoliberalism, 
the idea that largely unconstrained markets and whatever makes most money is “liberal”. Doing that 
effectively requires us to identify issue areas with popular reach where the message of community 
ownership and power is relevant. Football is one of them.

Ian Kearns and Jon Alexander are co-editors of this pamphlet.

For further ideas on what a Citizens’ Britain approach to fixing football might look like, These Clubs Are 
Ours is a report from Power To Change, the organisation of which pamphlet contributor Vidhya Alakeson 
is Chief Executive. The report can be found at: https://www.powertochange.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/06/50-rule-for-football-club-ownership.pdf

https://www.powertochange.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/50-rule-for-football-club-ownership.pdf
https://www.powertochange.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/50-rule-for-football-club-ownership.pdf
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How to be a Citizen Councillor
Cllr Maggie Lishman MBA

I have held my seat on Burnley Council for the Briercliffe ward for over thirty consecutive years. It’s been 
interesting to reflect on how that has been achieved. It’s a nineteenth-century mill village of terraced 
houses, now with new estates and a rural hinterland.

Liberal Democrat campaigners are good at winning seats but sometimes less good at holding them for 
the long term. In a recent Citizens’ Britain Zoom conversation, one councillor said that they had won a 
new seat with an active issue-based campaign when a sitting councillor with no issues had lost. So – how 
do you keep your seat and make a difference to the communities where you live?

My experience is that there are two elements:

1. Becoming the “go to” person and part of the “go to” team

2. Enabling, supporting and encouraging residents to help themselves and their communities.

It is emphatically NOT just being around at election times and finding things to campaign about. It’s 
being there throughout the year. Today, it’s about using social media to pick up on the myriad things that 
concern people and then offering advice and, sometimes, delivering answers. It’s about going to see for 
yourself, involving people in working out and delivering solutions, and knowing where to go and who to 
persuade when there is a problem. I’m certainly not confined by the functions of a District Council; links 
with the police, schools, health services and the County Council are part of representing people and we 
have developed working relationships with all of them – and they all know we will nag and campaign 
along with local residents until we get things done.

FOCUS leaflets are our backstop, supported by local deliverers who are also extra eyes and ears around 
the community. Everyday links in our communities engage with the local social media and we make sure 
that issues are picked up and then reported back in real time.

Here’s an example, possibly controversial. We recently had a campaign about a planning application 
for a large housing development on a steep hill, over a soak-away area for rainfall, with no community 
provision, congested vehicle access, no investment in school or health facilities, little access to public 
transport and no recognition of the impacts of climate change. Residents were firmly against it and, 
after a public meeting, set up by us to question the planners, they organised a group which included 
but wasn’t led by LibDem councillors. We gave them access to advice and to the Local Plan and found 
them an independent traffic expert, for whom they raised the funds. It was their campaign with us 
helping - a good example of citizens organising in a Citizens’ Britain. Very unusually, they won their case 
in the Council’s Planning Committee, after a powerful contribution by a local resident, but lost when the 
developer appealed. They did achieve significant changes in the proposal and they are now ensuring 
that the restrictions on the site development are fully adhered to. The people who organised and 
fronted the campaign now regularly “like” our reports on other issues.

It’s been similar in relation to youth nuisance, fly-tipping, access to good GP services and speeding 
traffic. Yes, we fight their corner, but residents play a full part. We have hammered home that they must 
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report traffic problems and youth nuisance to the police and fly-tipping to the Council so that all cases 
are logged and moved up the priority list for response. It also means that councillors can keep up the 
pressure – not just on our Council, but also on the County Council, the police, the Health Centre and the 
other bodies. It’s pointless and very short-term just to whinge on social media or in the pub or to put out 
leaflets that campaign against everything. That just fuels the sense of powerlessness and alienation from 
the Council and all politics.

This is about building a collective responsibility in our community amongst local people for shaping 
the services and responses we get. The councillor’s job is to represent and empower our communities 
– helping them to learn the ways in which they can get the changes they want and need. We listen, 
we advise, we act as a mouthpiece for active citizens. We do not set ourselves up as local heroes who 
can achieve everything. We tell the truth about what’s possible, what’s difficult, what’s impossible – and 
when we disagree with them, we say so. That dialogue with local people includes respecting and being 
respected by the people we are talking with – although there are occasional exceptions!

We never suggest that we will support a cause which is against our principles but neither do we say that 
people shouldn’t fight for their views even when we disagree. We are liberals; that means that when we 
disagree, we’ll say so and when nothing can be achieved, we say that too. I’ve lost count of the number 
of times when residents have said “I don’t agree with you about x, but I respect you for telling the truth 
and standing up for what you believe in”. We did get re-elected all the way through the coalition and all 
the way through Brexit (with a 66% pro-Brexit vote here!) and local people had no doubt about our views 
on those issues.

That record is important when it comes to running the Council and you have to be for things and not 
just against them. My fellow councillor and I wrote and promoted Burnley’s COVID Recovery Plan 
for economic development and community recovery. It was adopted by a LibDem/Conservative/
Independent coalition, supported by the Greens and the Brexit Party, and the Recovery Plans are now 
being implemented by a Labour-led coalition. That’s a result of having the respect of other councillors 
and Council officers as well as taking them on when necessary and always standing up for a distinctively 
Liberal philosophy. Another example from years ago was when I persuaded our traditional, large-majority 
Labour-run Council to allow members of the public to give notice and speak at Council and Committee 
meetings, an innovation which has been taken for granted ever since.

For me, serving my communities – the ward and the town – isn’t a means to anything else; it’s an end 
in itself, a purpose to be proud about. It seems to me that too many Liberal Democrats nowadays see 
local government mainly as a stepping stone for other elections – that’s a bit like trying to build a house 
without a proper foundation. Good LibDem councillors and good LibDem Councils can achieve a great 
deal more for real people, here and now - certainly more than most Parliamentarians most of the time. 
Of course we want national success – and indeed international influence – but, if those roles are going 
to achieve anything, they have to be built on the same relationship of trust which is the foundation of 
our politics. There are plenty of good examples in the UK, but if you want to see a really outstanding 
example, just look at Bart Somers, longstanding Liberal Mayor of Mechelen in Belgium, who was recently 
voted “The World’s Best Mayor”. Bart spoke at a LibDem Conference a few years ago, including about 
his success in listening to, engaging with and empowering ethnic minority populations in his city. As 
I saw in other European countries, national success is built on firm foundations in communities. It’s a 
crucial part of the reason why Liberal Prime Ministers in other EU countries have been underpinned 
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by the strength which comes from local leaders who represent and are a trusted, leading part of their 
communities. It’s also the basis for a Citizens’ Britain that is founded in bottom-up, not top-down politics.

If I had just one message to give to Party colleagues it would be this: being a Liberal Democrat 
councillor means being an integral part of the community – the person who does the politics just like the 
butcher sells meat, the teacher teaches, the PCSO upholds the law, and the publican provides a centre 
for the community. That’s not the same as running aggressive campaigns against this and that, building 
on national leaflet templates. It means having our own, recognisable local voices in our leaflets and 
conversations; being our own people, not just party representatives. That’s the true Liberal approach, in 
the tradition of J S Mill.

The recent death of Tony Greaves has reminded me – and many others – of the ideas which brought 
me into Liberal politics nearly a half-century ago. Tony believed that the three core elements of the 
community politics strategy combined in an integrated approach to the transformation of politics, 
government and society. Those three elements were helping to solve people’s grievances; helping 
people in communities to take and use power; and representing people at all levels of the political 
structure. It’s not just about adding on techniques for consultation and involvement; it is crucially about 
a new politics which involves and engages citizens in sharing power and the responsibility that goes with 
power – one of Paddy’s themes in his book that shares its title with this publication. It therefore involves 
elected politicians and the political and government institutions in fundamental re-thinking of how they 
work – and then operating in very different ways from the traditional roles. 

Tony once described the purpose of good representative democracy as creating a market-place, where 
ideas, policies, difficult choices and competing priorities come together in conflict, challenge, choices, 
and compromises. My job as a councillor is to make that market-place work effectively, standing up for 
my ideas and principles, cooperating with others in politics and administrations, and, above all, with its 
foundation in the understanding, knowledge and participation of powerful, engaged citizens. It’s a very 
big project and there’s a long way to go, but one of the first steps is to recognise and begin to create the 
new politics. That calls for new forms of political leadership – and that’s the challenge for today’s Liberal 
Democrats.

Maggie Lishman is in her 31st year as a Burnley Borough councillor and was a member and 
Education spokesperson on Sefton Borough Council before that. She has been Deputy Leader 
of the LibDem-run Council with responsibility for resources, Deputy Leader in a rainbow 
coalition supported by everybody except Labour, and is currently Executive Member for 
Health, Wellbeing, Leisure, Green Spaces and Communications in partnership with Labour. Her 
fellow ward councillors are her husband (and election agent) and her sister-in-law. Maggie sits 
as a magistrate, since retiring as a senior NHS manager and was a LibDem member of the UK 
delegation to the EU’s Committee of the Regions until Brexit abolished our representation. 
She is a good cook, a bad gardener, a keen traveller, a lifelong birdwatcher, and an enthusiastic 
participant in her family of 13 which includes children, their partners, five grand-children and a 
devoted husband/typist.
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Conclusion: Citizens’ Britain and the 
Road Ahead
Not every piece in this collection explicitly picks up and draws upon Paddy Ashdown’s Citizens’ Britain 
language but they all draw from the same well in both substance and spirit. While not exhaustive by 
any stretch of the imagination, taken together, the pieces serve as pointers to the range and depth of 
thinking already going on inside the party and outside it with regard to the notion of a Citizens’ Britain. 
They also begin to signal the kind of liberal policy agenda that ought to flow from it.

We hope this diversity of contributions demonstrates something of real importance, namely that 
Citizens’ Britain is a big idea that encompasses a wide range of issues and has the potential to bring 
lots of seemingly disparate ideas together into a single coherent frame. Paddy Ashdown already 
demonstrated for us the way in which this could be made to work and our argument is that it is time for 
the Liberal Democrats to update, embrace and build on this framework again.

A Citizens’ Britain would be a family of nations where political power is decentralised, where radical 
transparency is a defining characteristic of the state, and where the public voice is heard not only 
at election time but all the time. Deliberative citizen engagement, participatory budgeting, open 
policymaking; these would be the norm, not isolated exceptions. All this would be the case at all levels 
of politics: national, regional, and local.

A Citizens Britain would see a growth in workers on boards, an expansion of cooperatives and mutual 
organisations, and greater community ownership of local assets. It would see a guaranteed minimum 
income for all, football fans owning majority stakes in the clubs that depend on them for their meaning 
and purpose as institutions, and a renaissance of labour unionism, with new rights and support for 
workers who organise.

A Citizens’ Britain would see massive investment in education to equalise access to opportunity, end the 
scandal of so much wasted talent, and unleash the full potential of all the people, not just some. It would 
also equip people with the skills and tools of civic power so they can take back control and become 
problem-solving contributors to the communities in which they live. In a Citizens’ Britain, how ‘to citizen’ 
would be on the curriculum.

In a Citizens’ Britain, the core principle of the distribution of power would be applied both to our 
patterns of trade and to our economic and social infrastructure. We live in an age of shocks, as the 
financial crisis and pandemic have shown, and the fact is that localised and decentralised societies are 
more resilient than globalised and centralised ones. Instead of over-reliance on globalised trade and 
centralised energy systems with dangerous single points of failure, it is essential that we build local, 
community-owned, circular economies, powered by community-owned and -controlled renewable 
energy.

That does not, however, mean that a Citizens’ Britain would be isolationist. Looking outward, a Citizens’ 
Britain would invest in a new strategy of civic internationalism, replacing the empty rhetoric of “Global 
Britain” with a meaningful commitment to establishing Britain as a Global Citizen. We would massively 
expand student and citizen exchange programmes; provide more support to our world class NGOs 
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and universities doing important work overseas; support our major cities and regions to have a bigger 
international presence; and grow the use of technology platforms that can connect the citizens of this 
country directly to the citizens of others to get things done. 

A Citizens’ Britain would have its own distinctive technology. Open-source software has the potential 
to provide citizens with the transparency needed to hold the automated systems shaping their lives 
to account. Innovative platforms and technologies are emerging to combat disinformation. Constant 
vigilance is required in defence of net neutrality. Encryption technology that can shield political 
activists from authoritarian regimes is vital. And citizen data unions, alongside labour unions, are being 
experimented with in the hope of allowing people to extract a price for the personal data they currently 
transfer to the tech giants for free. 

We believe this is an idea whose time has come. From Brexit to the European Super League the theme 
coursing through the veins of the British polity is misallocation of power. Putting more power in more 
people’s hands has the potential to restore trust in democracy, give people agency in shaping their own 
lives, bridge the divides in our society, and build the broad support required for the fundamental reforms 
we need on the climate emergency and so much else.

It is also our conviction that Citizens’ Britain is an agenda that only the Liberal Democrats can grasp 
while sitting comfortably. Citadel Britain is the Britain the Tory party exists to conserve. And paternalistic, 
state-run Britain is the Britain Labour still seeks to rekindle. At its core, Labour is not interested in giving 
power away to citizens and communities. Citizens’ Britain not only therefore, has the potential to bring 
coherence to the liberal cause and in a way that addresses our core challenges as a society today, but it 
can do so in a way that is distinctive for the Liberal Democrats on the party- political stage.

If you’d like to help us further articulate and build it, reach out, get in touch, and join the Social Liberal 
Forum to put your shoulder to the wheel. All of our futures depend on it.

In the meantime, remember: it’s the power, stupid.
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Appendix: Ashdown’s Original Vision
Mira Reichenbach

Paddy Ashdown published the original Citizens’ Britain in 1989, the year of Thatcher’s tenth anniversary 
in Downing Street, and gave it the subtitle “A radical agenda for the 1990s”. He argued that Thatcher’s 
dogmatic approach to politics was the root cause of growing problems like the declining quality of life 
and the rise of crime throughout society in the 1980s, because the “government undermining communal 
resources” was creating an underclass of the very people it claimed to be trying to help. 

For example, just a year before Citizens’ Britain was published, Thatcher called for a complete review 
of the NHS which recommended the creation of an internal market. This called a key part of the welfare 
system into question, which was unpopular, given that part of Thatcher’s 1982 election campaign was the 
statement that the welfare system was ‘safe in our hands.’ Thatcher had also created an internal market 
(of sorts) within the education system. Although this allowed some children to excel and receive a better 
education than they otherwise might have, it also meant that other equally deserving children were 
‘left in the dust’, because of where they lived, or their scores on one particular test. Similarly, an internal 
market within the NHS would have its advantages, but also undermine the nature of the welfare services 
that Thatcher swore to protect.

However with or without the NHS review, Thatcherism was in decline. In 1989 Thatcher’s approval ratings 
sunk from the 40th percentile to the 30th, where they had been closer to 50%35 (on average) in preceding 
years. 30 years on, general political satisfaction has not improved. In fact, in 2019 61% of the British 
public described themselves as dissatisfied with the democracy in the UK36. In this context, it is time to 
look back to his vision.

Ashdown’s vision was a future without the societal problems of the 1980s. In his vision society is focused 
on equality and individual liberty. Ashdowon proposed that this be achieved through policies such as a 
basic income, increased funding for our communal services, and a new model for measuring success to 
ensure that power truly lies with the people. At the end of the Cold War we had a chance to change the 
political climate and move towards a more citizen centered Britain. We did not. As a result we are now 
in a version of Citadel Britain (see below), but the opportunity to change is arising once again, and this 
time we must take it. 

Citadel Britain: a vision of the present
Ashdown begins the book with descriptions of what 1999 would be like in Citadel Britain. He describes 
Britain’s ‘nationalistic stance towards the world’, and their tendency towards casino capitalism, meaning 
they ‘adopt (economically) opportunistic policies’ and seek only the highest short term gains. This is a 
dystopic vision with its mentions of how ‘official cards…stand between them and the slashed seats on 

35 https://www.ipsos.com/ipsos-mori/en-uk/political-monitor-satisfaction-ratings-1977-1987

36 https://www.bbc.com/news/education-51281722
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the underground’ and is frightening because it is plausible. He describes a widening gap between the 
rich and the poor, low quality industry, low living standards for the majority of families, inequality, and 
outdated politics. Within Citadel Britain there is a huge divide between the elite and everyone else, 
because the ‘minority dominance and government control depends on a wider population being kept 
ignorant and insecure’.

Ashdown does not dispute that for some, Citadel Britain is an attractive prospect, because it ‘has 
associations of achievement, personal security, power and wealth.’ There is an individualism within this 
version of 1999, that allows people to strive and to thrive, but that is a lure into a trap for wider society. 
Ultimately, he predicted that we were heading towards “a society which is divided and fractured, which is 
organised on authoritarian principles, and which runs on an unstable mixture of fear and greed.” Today, 
this has all come true. 

1. Divided Society: The country has become so divided, that it is split in half on almost every key 
issue, be it Brexit, immigration, or economic policies. For example, 52% of the country voted leave 
in the Brexit referendum, and 57% of the country is in favour of tighter immigration controls37, 
and 55% of the country is in favour of the conservatives budget for 2021.38 So, almost every poll 
is in the vicinity of a 50/50 split. Furthermore, it is not only general society that is divided, but 
the government and individual political parties too. Day to day occurrences such as PMQ’s have 
become petty arguments between the PM and the opposition39, instead of an opportunity for 
genuine concerns or queries to be brought up. Division within political parties is best addressed by 
Nick Clegg in his book: ‘Today each of the major parties is itself a coalition of different ideologies 
and interests. The Labour party contains hard-left socialists, Scandinavian style social democrats, 
trade unionists, ban-the-bomb CND-ers, left-of-centre liberal academics, and many subsets of 
each. The Conserivatve Party houses diehard Thatcherites, landed gentry, cosmopolitan economic 
liberals, market-town Middle Englanders, UKIP-lite anti-Europeans, shrink-the-state libertarians 
and a host of other curiosities. The Liberal Democrats embrace a full ideological spectrum, from 
classical, free market liberals at one end to interventionist social democrats at the other, while 
providing a home for secular humanists and non-conformist Christians, anti-war protesters and 
liberal interventionists, community-minded pothole-fixers and intellectual radicals.’ Overall our 
society, our Government, and our individual parties are divided, just as Ashdown predicted.

2. Authoritarian policies: We are theoretically in a liberal democracy, however time and again the 
government’s actions and policies have implied otherwise. In 2019, Johnson suspended Parliament, 
despite ‘Stop the Coup’ protests40 all throughout the UK, and the suspension was declared as 
‘unlawful’ by the supreme court. Then, in 2021, the Policing Bill, limiting freedom of protest and 

37 https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/10/28/brexit-divides-the-uk-but-partisanship-and-
ideology-are-still-key-factors/

38 https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2021/03/04/budget-2021-measures-prove-
popular-britons

39 https://www.standard.co.uk/news/politics/boris-johnson-keir-starmer-prime-ministers-
questions-a4471891.html

40 https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-49534940
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making Traveller communities illegal, was passed through Parliament. Actions and bills like these 
limit our personal freedom, and according to the Oxford dictionary forcing this sort of obedience at 
the expense of personal freedom is distinctly authoritarian.

3. Fear and Greed: Today this prediction manifests itself through corporate corruption and corruption 
within our government. For example, the last decades have been filled with Cash-for-influence/
honours/access scandals, including those in 2006, 2009, 2010, 2012, and the list goes on. More 
recently, in 2020 and 2021 there was the Greensill scandal, and in 2021 Johnson described Hancock’s 
law-breaking as ‘a closed matter’. The greed within every government for decades is undeniable, 
which makes governments seem untrustworthy. As citizens we need to be able to trust the 
government, because we rely on them for our livelihoods. If we can’t trust them, it could result in 
widespread fear. 

Citizens’ Britain: a vision of the future
However Citizens’ Britain was not primarily a critique of Thatcher and the political climate of the time. 
Ashdown saw his task less as to dismantle her approach than to paint an alternative, a new political 
project. While we may have become Citadel Britain, his vision still holds out hope.

Ashdown introduces this version of the future through a number of values, including dispersion of 
power and resources, equality and social justice, and active communities, in the place of a society where 
information and resources are shrouded in secrecy, and society was second to the economy. We have 
been brought slightly closer to this goal, through Acts like the ‘Freedom of Information’ Act of 2000 
and the ‘Human Rights Act’ of 1998, however the individual citizen is still not valued, and does not 
have the individual liberty they would have in a society that looked more like Citizens’ Britain. Ashdown 
emphasises the importance of a ‘democratic society’, where it is peoples’ homes that are ‘the real 
centres of power’. The aim of Citizens’ Britain is to ‘allow the citizen to claim more power and control 
over his or her own life’ in a society that is focused on achieving individual liberty and social justice by 
breaking down the barriers between the (political) elite and everyone else. 

Ashdown begins to explain how to achieve this through five linking principles, which reiterate the ideas 
that Citizens’ Britain was built upon in Ashdown’s version, and are still the ideas that we could base 
Citizen’s Britain on today and in the future.

1. ‘The Power of the Modern Citizen’

This principle is based on the idea of citizenship itself. Ashdown points out that under Thatcher’s 
government in the 1980s, individualism was so highly valued that we became more like subjects than 
citizens, and arguably this has not changed. Throughout the pandemic the British public has received 
conflicting information and constantly changing instructions from the government (for example the 
‘Eat Our to Help Out’ policy in august of 2020, followed by a total lockdown just months later). Where 
certain countries (e.g. Taiwan) outsourced their covid policy, the British public have had no real say, 
nor the chance to question the government’s decision. In other words, we are still treated as subjects, 
instead of citizens. Ashdown’s first principle is about changing this political model, and putting power 
back into people’s homes.
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This would be done by granting everybody a combination of rights, entitlements and responsibilities. 
Rights would ensure that every person has ‘the basic freedoms’ that are needed to be ‘full citizens in 
a free society’. These would include civil rights (e.g. freedom of speech, as we have today), political 
rights and economic rights. We have rights within these three categories today, but in Citizen’s Britain 
they would be expanded. For example in terms of political rights, we would not only have the right 
to freely vote and hold the government accountable, but also to participate in the decision making 
process. 

Ashdown describes ‘Entitlements’ as what gives us ‘the opportunities and resources we need to 
be valued and valuable members of society’. Here he addresses the fact that although we are free 
in theory, the subject model has created an ‘underclass’, and in reality many people are free only 
in theory, and in actuality they are trapped in vicious circles of unemployment. This is because the 
subject model ignores the fact that many people cannot work because of factors like high travel 
costs or discrimination or having to care for others, despite being physically able to work. Ashdown 
believes that everyone should have the ability to live outside of this ‘underclass’, and can through 
Entitlements, such as a basic income (see below). 

Considering Responsibilities, Ashdown notes that in a free society ‘people cannot be compelled to 
act for the public good’ and the responsibilities that go with citizenship ‘cannot be imposed, still 
less legislated for’. However, as a society we have a moral responsibility to put our trust in people 
and communities, and cannot let doubt in humanity limit citizen’s freedom or stop us from creating 
a prosperous society. Moreover, not only do Citizens need to be given the option of responsibility 
in order for society to be free, but the combination of positive incentives and the importance of 
community within Citizen’s Britain will help citizen’s understand their role, and help society. 

2. ‘The Functions of a Modern Constitution’ 

In the UK we currently have, and have always had, an uncodified constitution. This allows flexibility 
within our political system, and stops each parliament from binding the next. However, Ashdown 
points out the problems in having an uncodified constitution, specifically because it means that our 
rights are left unprotected, and open to being exploited and taken advantage of. 

So, he proposes a new, codified constitution that ‘spells out the checks and balances, distribution 
of power’, and ‘rights of citizens in relation to the state and the rights of minorities in relation to 
majorities.’ Ashdown states that a citizen’s rights should not depend on ‘the benevolence of a leader’, 
and should not be able to be affected by an elected dictatorship. Although we now have the Human 
Rights Act, technically the next parliament could simply reject this, especially now that we have left 
the EU. In order to protect every citizen, Ashdown argues decisions like this cannot be allowed to be 
made. 

Ashdown also suggests some elements to include in the constitution. These include a Statue of 
Rights (although this is slightly less relevant given the Human RIghts Act) and parliamentary and 
electoral reform. Since Ashdown’s book was published, Parliament has been reformed and has taken 
steps forward , for example by changing sitting hours to allow MP’s to have slightly more normal 
hours (something Ashdown suggested). However, Ashdown’s main concern was the unelected House 
of Lords. The House of Lords has also since been reformed, but it is still unelected. This allows for 
cronyism and undemocratic appointments, and Ashdown believes that Lords should also come 
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straight ‘from the ballot box’, in order to ensure fairness, and grant each citizen more power over how 
their country is run. 

3. ‘The Role of a Modern Government’ 

In Citizen’s Britain, the government’s role is, as Ashdown puts it, ‘positive and purposeful’ but also 
‘clearly defined and prescribed’, in order to protect each citizen and foster good relationships 
between the state and the citizens. He outlines the following purposes of the government to bring 
this into effect: to enable the individual, regulate the market (to ensure the free market is ‘fair, open 
and honest’ as well as to support it), guarantee entitlements (to ensure access to good services 
and basic needs), uphold equality (for all, especially of opportunity over outcome), provide justice 
(and ensure equal access to it), improve the quality of life, share power, preserve peace and partner 
success. 

In other words, a modern government plays a positive role but ‘rejects the pretense of omnipotence’. 
In the subject model, a government would act to direct, however here in Citizen’s Britain it acts to 
‘enable and empower’, establishing equality instead of ‘preferencing the privileged’. It should ensure 
that true power lies with each citizen, because believing in the population is at the core of Citizen’s 
Britain. 

4. ‘The Fragile Shell in which We Live’ 

Ashdown saw the importance of actively protecting the environment, before any government took 
real action. He saw the issues with the ‘do nothing’ strategies circulating at the time, whether it was 
those ‘rejecting the modern world’ and ignoring global warming, or Thatcher’s policy of assuming the 
market would resolve our environmental problems if left alone. 

Since 1989, the importance of protecting the environment has become internationally recognised, but 
Ashdown implored that more measures had to be introduced to protect it, and that the environment 
be considered in every possible policy that might affect it. He describes the ideal role that the 
government plays considering environmental protection, and outlines it as ‘setting clear goals, 
standards, and limits’ for markets to reach, without dictating them, and then letting them get on 
with it. He also shows the importance of recognising the ‘interdependence of our economy and our 
ecology’, and creating key policies based on it. 

5. ‘Britain’s Place in the Modern World’ 

This principle is about international cooperation. Ashdown begins this description by listing a number 
of key issues from the late 1980s. Today, our issues are different; we are more worried about the 
Covid pandemic than the spread of AIDS, but this just goes to show that no matter the decade, there 
will always be international issues and we must be able to deal with them efficiently and effectively. 
In 1989 Ashdown was worried about how Thatcher sounded ‘nationalistic and embattled’ wehre 
Gorbachov (President of the Soviet Union at the time) was emphasising the benefits of international 
co-operation. This approach is still reflected in today’s politics, for example in the UK studies 41 show 

41 https://whatukthinks.org/eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/NatCen_Brexplanations-report-FINAL-
WEB2.pdf
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that ‘greater sovereignty’ was a key reason people voted leave in the Brexit referendum, and through 
Brexit itself. Ashdown supported Britain’s membership within the EU, and although it’s too late to 
stop Brexit, we can still foster good relationships with european countries as long as we have ‘less 
swaggering’, as Ashdown put it. 

Examples of Key policies for a Citizens’ Britain
Ashdown then goes on to describe his individual policies for Citizens’ Britain. Here he conveys how it 
is not only a desirable system because it ensures every citizen has individual liberty, but that it is also a 
credible system. 

Citizen’s Britain is based on the following ideas: no one should ever be powerless, all institutional 
power centres must be open, and political power must be pushed out from the centre. In this section 
of the book, he makes these ideas potential realities, by showing how they can realistically be achieved. 
Ashdown has policies for every policy area, and the following is a selection of those that have yet to be 
implemented and effectively represent Citizens Britain. 

Housing

Universal Housing Allowance: Ashdown points out that we are a divided society, divided between the 
‘opulence of most exclusive private housing’ and the ‘worst estates’, in other words, more a less Citadel 
Britain. There is and was a ‘distorted’ housing market, and in 1988 house prices rose 5 - 7 times faster 
than the general rate of inflation. Today, the housing crisis is even worse than it was because of the 
pandemic, and according to studies by Shelter the pandemic has left over six million people ‘more afraid 
of becoming homeless’. 42

Naturally, Ashdown had a number of ideas that can and should be implemented to improve the quality 
of life for everyone falling victim to the housing crisis. For example, he suggests a new ‘needs based’ 
universal housing allowance, where ‘everyone should have a tax allowance or tax credit’ to either 
purchase a home or subsidize rent. Unlike current government initiatives such as ‘Help to Buy’, which 
have effectively increased house prices 43, this allowance should encourage home ownership without 
pushing up house prices. To put this system into effect, we phase out mortgage interest tax relief and 
housing benefit and phase in the allowance to ‘correct the excessive distortion that favours the rich in 
the housing market’. In effect, this would give each citizen more power and liberty within the housing 
sector. This is especially important because of how easy it was, and still is to get ‘trapped’ in the rented 
sector, which then prevents mobility and links to the creation of the aforementioned ‘underclass’. 

The Environment 

New Model of Success: For decades now our success as a country has been measured using GDP. 

42 https://england.shelter.org.uk/media/press_release/pandemic_leaves_six_million_people_more_
afraid_of_becoming_homeless_

43 https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/housing-crisis-what-should-the-next-government-do/
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There are substantial problems with this; say there was a ‘huge pile up and multiple crashes on a 
motorway’. If reported at all, this would be reported as a tragedy, because there are no benefits to 
multiple people being injured or killed. However in actuality this is untrue, because through hospital 
bills, lawyer’s fees, undertaker’s bills and more a huge accident like this would increase GDP. GDP 
ignores anything outside of direct economic prosperity, including not general livelihood, but also the 
environment. 

In 1989, the UK was known as the ‘dirty man of Europe’, a reputation gained by British resistance to the 
proposed European habitats directive, and the failure to provide adequate resources. Today, we are 
reaching the point of no return. Some studies say we are already past it, some say we are nearing it, 
but either way they express the urgency with which we need to deal with the climate crisis. As Ashdwon 
states, creating a new model of success that takes the environment into account would be a crucial step 
in this, and one that is not based on GDP would ‘more rational judgment about how we are doing.’

The Economy 

Basic Income: While Ashdown was writing, an ‘underclass’ was being created because of the vicious 
cycle stopping unemployed people from working because of uncontrollable factors like high travel 
costs, or a lack of jobs. So, Ashdown suggested a Basic Income (tax free regardless of how much money 
an individual makes) and annual dividend from shares held in a ‘Citizens’ Unity Trust’ in privatised 
utility industries be given to every citizen as their own stake in the economy. The idea is that every 
single person gets this basic income, regardless of their financial situation, so that they can live without 
worrying about basic necessities like utilities. After these needs are fulfilled it would make prospects 
including employment more possible (for example as people can use their basic income for travel 
costs). Overall this principle provides a ‘stimulus for self-employment and entrepreneurship’, while 
strengthening individual rights, and helping to tackle inequality, especially in the work place. Although 
inequality in the workplace was even more unjust in 1989, there is still roughly a 15% gender pay gap 
today and both ethnic minorities and the disabled are still underrepresented. A Basic Income would 
ensure everyone has the same basic rights and creates opportunity for this inequality to be generally 
eradicated because uncontrollable factors (examples above) will become more manageable. Although 
state spending on each citizen would be increased, it would benefit the economy very quickly, because it 
would allow more employment, which decreases the number state payouts needed. 

Industry

Increased Investment: Ashdown saw huge potential for change within industry and suggested a 
new industrial strategy, with a focus on quality rather than quantity. He implored that high standards 
be upheld through firms and companies, because quality is relevant to the internal running of a firm, 
as well as the production of goods. In 1989 he recognised the changing skill set within the workforce, 
where value was beginning to be placed on ‘brains, knowledge and communication’ instead of manual 
skills. Ashdown believed that industrial change should go alongside this one, with the emphasis shifting 
from quantity to quality. This shift has not happened, profits tend to be valued over a customer’s 
best interests. This reflects Citadel Britain rather than Citizen’s Britain, and it will only get worse. But, 
something can be one, and Ashdown suggested increased investment. 

In 1989 the UK invested less of the GDP than any other advanced western country, while economists 
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discovered the ‘correlation between rates of investment and rates of productivity growth’. So, 
Ashdown proposed investing in industry. Firstly by supplying ‘side measures’ to improve the quality 
and adaptability of the workforce, and by investing in the development of structures, through which 
‘communications can be improved, and the benefits of the new production process can be maximised’. 
Secondly, by investing more into Research and Development, because this increase in investment and 
resources would create a more effective partnership between government and industry. This would 
encourage a ‘higher level of consultation’, creating a consensus that ‘will carry through political change’, 
thanks to a determination to work with the ‘grain of the market’, rather than against it. 

The Law 

Legal Aid: Although this may not have been as key a policy for Ashdown as some of the others, it is a 
perfect example of some of his lesser known policies. Ashdown clearly believed every citizen should 
have individual liberty, and power over one’s own life. Without access to services such as legal aid, 
this liberty can very quickly disappear. However, in 1989 he described legal aid as ‘weighed down by 
bureaucracy and underfunding’, which forced justice to be ‘divided on a class basis’, resulting in an 
immoral system. Unfortunately this has not changed, especially after funding for services including legal 
aid was cut in 2012, and because of the pandemic it could very easily be cut again. Ashdown showed 
that open access to these services was a pillar within Citizen’s Britain and conveys the importance 
of increased, stable funding. He then further suggests that legal aid specifically should be the ‘joint 
responsibility of central and local government’, to allow communities to have more control, linking back 
to the key principle of decentralised power. 

Personal Services 

Flexibility: Ashdown believed that flexibility was crucial to Citizen’s Britain, because each citizen should 
have choice and the ability to shape their own life, and that both true success and freedom ‘relies on the 
widest possible dissemination of knowledge for efficiency and democracy.’

Ashdown specifically concerned himself with flexibility in education and the workforce. For example he 
was in support of allowing the government to ‘give schools the freedom to manage themselves’ as long 
as guidelines were followed, because this gives local citizens and the local community more control 
over how they learn. Another example was Ashdown’s belief in changing the examination system within 
education. Today they are highly structured and systematic, playing to the strengths of some and the 
weaknesses of others. So instead, Ashdown suggests that before any national examinations take place, 
individuals should be entitled to a series of educational contracts. These contracts should ‘map out 
curricular paths for each student from the age of 14’, and be drawn up between the school, the Local 
Educational Authority (who’s role should be to ‘provide and fund the entitlement and assure equitable 
access for every citizen’) and the parents by the time the student is 16. This creates a curriculum 
specifically designed for the individual student, that can be as broad or as narrow as the contributing 
parties decide. Following this, examinations should be less ‘age-bound’, and more module based. This 
would ensure that each pupil takes their exams when they are ready, and education becomes centred 
around knowledge rather than memory recall, like it is today.

An example of his policies for flexibility in the workforce is an increase in the opportunities for part time 
work. More part time work means more flexible hours, and although this is not realistic for everyone, 
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it would still result in a bigger variety in employment contracts, which would lead to the rights and 
protection of workers being a bigger concern. This would allow the way work is organised across the 
country to be changed, and would mean steps can be taken towards looking after every type of worker 
to ensure they have a good quality of life, then enabling them to do high quality work, bettering the 
economy and society at the same time.

Health

Decentralising power: Ashdown believed in decentralising power and providing citizens’ with more of 
it, which can be accomplished by transforming various industries, such as the health industry. Currently 
it focuses on what health workers can do ‘for’ you, based on their own expertise. Ashdown argues that 
health workers should focus on what they can do ‘with’ you instead. An increase of shared resources 
and information technology should be developed, which can be used to measure and assess one’s 
own health. Then experts and professionals spend more time acting as advisors or consultants for 
patients, and make general decisions with them (rather than making decisions for them), which increases 
individual autonomy and creates more equal relationships. Ashdown adds to this by mentioning the 
ways efficient distribution of resources should be controlled, specifying that it should not simply be left 
to the professionals, because we need a system of ‘greater accountability and public participation’. The 
transformation of the structure of this institution should allow it to be more ‘flexible and human’, allowing 
wider choice for all, instead of just the privileged like it would be in a more consumerist society. 

In Conclusion 

Ashdown concludes his book by reminding the reader that ‘Citizens’ Britain’ is not an essay in political 
theory, or a ‘statement of philosophical belief’. It is an ‘agenda’, a proposal for a better society, 
because currently, we are struggling. We are living in Citadel Britain; plagued by division, approaching 
authoritarianism, and surrounded by fear and greed. Something clearly needs to change. Ashdown 
emphasises the importance of recognising the ‘meeting point between liberty and restraint’ in a ‘free 
and just society’. Despite it theoretically being so, our society is neither truly free, nor just, but in 
Ashdown’s vision, in Citizen’s Britain, it could be. Citizen’s Britain is a society where no one is powerless, 
where all institutional power centres are open, and where political power is pushed out from the center. 
These ideas are the foundations of Citizen’s Britain, and although Ashdown’s book is not a philosophical 
statement or essay in political theory, it also revolves around a core belief: the belief that ‘a society 
cannot be free and is very unlikely to be successful for long unless the men and women in it have real 
power to determine their own destiny.’ So in conclusion, we can start to move on from today’s troubled 
society, by slowly giving every citizen the power to control their own lives, establishing a culture valuing 
equality, justice and freedom as we go.
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